








Euler-Zagier 型の（古典的な）多重ゼータ値は，多重 L値，q- 類似版，p進版など形を変えた対














（3）台湾で開かれた国際研究集会「Taiwan-Japan Joint Workshop on Multiple Zeta Values」で講








本年度は，講演を 3 件行い，論文を 3 本したためた：
【講演】
（1）Rooted tree maps and some relations for multiple zeta values，関西多重ゼータ研究会，首都大学東京，
2018.5.27.
（2）多重ゼータ値と根付き木写像，談話会，京都産業大学，2018.6.13.
（3）Rooted Tree Maps and Multiple Zeta Values, Taiwan-Japan Joint Workshop on Multiple Zeta Values, 国立台
湾大学，2018.8.2-5.
【論文】
（1）H. Bachmann, T. Tanaka, Rooted tree maps and the derivation relation for multiple zeta values, Intern. J. 
Number Theory 14 （10）, 2657-2662.





Study on algebraic structures of multiple zeta values
Tatsushi TANAKA
Abstract
I made several talks on the rooted tree maps, which I constructed based on Connes-Kreimer Hopf 
algebra of rooted trees, to obtain some valuable suggestion. Then I started deeper study on the rooted 
tree maps to find new applications of them.
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multiple L-values
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